
You must have Outlook installed and configured on your computer (we are 
using Outlook 2016)

1.

You will find it in your Start Menu (and you may pin it to your Task Bar if 
you'd like)

a.

The first time you run the client, you will need to answer a few questions, 
including your Outlook username and password, before you arrive at the 
below screen.

b.

2.

3.

File, Options, Maila.
Settings: 4.

Enter your question in the "Tell me" window on the File Menua.

b.

File, Account Settings, Click the word "Change" under the existing 
picture

i.
Avatar picture:c.

Help:5.
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picture

ii.

Maila.
Calendarb.
People (contacts)c.
Tasks d.

Bottom left:6.

File, Options, Maili.
Scroll down to the "Compose messages" sectionii.
Click "Signatures" (see below)iii.

iv.

Click "Email Signature"v.
Type in your email signature, select check boxes as desired and click 
"OK" to save it (see below).

vi.

*Note - if you have already put in a Signature via the Outlook Web 
app, it will NOT copy over to the client and you'll want to create a 
new one in the client.

vii.

Signature creationa.

Click "View" on the File menui.
The "ribbon" shows you many options (see below)ii.

iii.

Display settingsb.

"Conversations" = your email is sorted/grouped by common threadsc.

Let's change some Settings7.
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Change this setting by unchecking the above checkbox for "Show As 
Conversations"

i.
"Conversations" = your email is sorted/grouped by common threadsc.

The Cabinet folder mirrors what you had in GroupWisea.

Expand/Collapse folder using the black triangle to the left of any 
folder

i.

Right-click on "Cabinet" and choose "Create new subfolder" to add 
more folders

ii.

b.

Right-Click the Clutter folder and choose "Manage Clutter" if you 
want this turned off.

1)
Clutter "decides" what to move into that folder based on your behaviorsc.

Folders8.

Email handling9.
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a.

Which message(s) have not yet been read?i.
Which message(s) have attachments?ii.
Which messages have been replied to?iii.
Which message was sent with "High Importance"iv.
Which message(s) have been forwarded?v.
Which message(s) are "threaded" or have multiple "conversations"?vi.
How can I easily (Flag, Trash) a message?vii.

In the above image:b.

Email handling9.

Recalling a Sent message10.

Open your sent item into a new window.1.

Click the Actions button in the Move section.2.

Select Recall This Message.3.

If you want to recall your message altogether, so it will be deleted from 
the recipient’s mailbox, click Delete unread copies and replace with a 
new message.

4.

If you want to fix a typo, add an attachment, etc. and resend the 
message, click Delete unread copies and replace with a new message.

5.

Click OK. If you kept the box checked to receive notification if the recall 6.

If you’re lucky, the conditions might be right to use the message recall 
feature in Outlook. The video above will walk you through the recall steps in 
Outlook 2016 (this option is not available in the Outlook Web App.):
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Click OK. If you kept the box checked to receive notification if the recall 
succeeded or failed, you will receive an automated email informing you 
of the status.

6.

Ideally, the recipient of your message will open the recall notice, and the 
original message will automatically be deleted. But as mentioned, the 
conditions have to be right for the recall process to work.

Both users are on Exchange within the same organization. You can’t 
recall messages sent to email addresses outside your organization.

•

The recipient also must be using the Outlook desktop app, i.e. not 
Outlook Web App or a mobile version.

•

The original message must have arrived in the Inbox of the recipient, i.e. 
not diverted or filtered with a rule.

•

The original message must be unread, and the recipient must open the 
recall notice first, before the original message.

•

Requirements for the recall process to be successful

From <https://www.bettercloud.com/monitor/the-academy/how-to-recall-
messages-in-outlook/> 
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